
XMReality adds secure enterprise cloud
storage with industry first Microsoft
OneDrive integration
Documentation created during XMReality Remote Guidance sessions is now
automatically stored on customer's own enterprise cloud, for secure and easy
access. Customers retain full control over their sensitive data, while users get
seamless access to all content.

Documenting remote guidance sessions, such as support sessions or inspections, is important
to spread knowledge and learn from past experiences. XMReality provides vast documentation
capabilities, from capturing well-structured written notes, to one-click video recordings and
instant visual snapshots. This makes it easy for users to capture all the information they need
from a call.

Visual documentation, such as video recordings and snapshots, often contain sensitive
customer information and intellectual property rights. Therefore, protecting visual information is
crucial not only during a call, but also when it is stored after a call. To do this, XMReality now
lets customers store documentation on their own enterprise OneDrive storage service. Storage
which they own, operate and fully control. XMReality is the first company in the industry to offer
customers the ability use their native cloud storage solution for increased security.

“We took a very deliberate decision to let our customers use the enterprise cloud storage
solution they already have, instead of providing a proprietary service. This ensures that our
customers’ content is fully owned and controlled by them at all times.”, says Alexander
Sandström, CTO at XMReality. “By providing a seamless user experience around the
customer’s own cloud storage, we retain ease-of-use and give users access to their content, all
while keeping data fully secure.” 

To start using cloud storage, customers simply enable Microsoft OneDrive for their
organization, after which recordings and snapshots are automatically stored. Access and
permissions, as well as file retention, is managed by the customer as part of their standard
OneDrive configuration. This ensures that XMReality documentation always adheres to the
customer’s IT security and data access policies.

Once enabled, all content can be easily accessed from within the XMReality desktop and web
apps, and from any other app that supports Microsoft OneDrive, including Microsoft’s Windows
File Explorer and Apple’s Finder.
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About XMReality Remote Guidance™
XMReality Remote Guidance is an AR-enabled knowledge sharing tool that lets you
communicate with gestures, speech, chat and pointers with someone at a completely different
place. It includes:
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• A unique hands-overlay technology that lets you guide someone else’s hands—as if you
were there.
• A web portal to manage teams and users, and to measure usage
• Integration through client-side API’s (Application Programming Interfaces)

About XMReality
XMReality AB (publ) develops and sells solutions that revolutionize knowledge transfer through
so-called Augmented Reality (AR). The company is a market leader in remote guidance where
you guide a person on site via AR to solve problems or prevent them from occurring. The
product is used globally in more than 60 countries. Nestlé, Electrolux, Sidel, Heineken and
Saab are examples of the more than 135 customers. XMReality is based in Linköping and in
the U.S. and is listed on the Nasdaq First North Growth Market (ticker: XMR). For more
information, visit: www.xmreality.com
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